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Bitcoin is Now Mainstream
Bitcoin hit $50,000 for the first time on Tuesday, continuing a 2021 rally that has sent the largest cryptocurrency
even higher thanks to its increased adoption and major companies placing balance-sheet bets on Bitcoin as a
reserve asset.
Tesla purchased $1.5 billion in Bitcoin in January, and although the company has not revealed its average purchase
price or how many Bitcoin it holds, Tesla’s Bitcoin purchase validated the cryptocurrency for some. Tesla’s purchase
opens the doors for other publicly traded companies to make a similar move. The Bitcoin purchase gain is also
notable as it may be more than Tesla made from its entire business in fiscal 2020. The underlying reason? Sell
Tesla cars for Bitcoin, broadening their customer base.
Bitcoin-based exchange-traded funds are getting the go-ahead from Canadian regulators, creating a path for a
fund structure that investment managers say is unique in the industry. Toronto-based Purpose Investments Bitcoin
ETF will likely start trading this week under the symbol “BTCC” after the fund worked with regulators to make sure
it could create something that follows both the rules ETF market and the digital asset industry.
Following in Tesla’s wake, Bank of New York MellonCorp., the nation’s oldest bank, leans into the market for Bitcoin,
another sign of broader acceptance of the once-fringe digital currency. The custody bank said last Thursday it
would hold, transfer and issue Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies on behalf of its asset-management clients.
“Digital assets are becoming part of the mainstream,” said Roman Regleman, Chief executive of BNY Melon’s
Asset servicing and digital business. As anyone who has followed Bitcoin’s rocky history since its creation in 2009
knows, the cryptocurrency is famous for its volatility; because Bitcoin is unregulated, its value can shift rapidly.
DigitalCoin & Real Estate
Real estate has long been the go-to investment for those looking to build long-term wealth for generations.
Despite Bitcoin’s shadowy beginnings with the mysterious Satoshi Nakamoto, it has now gained legitimacy in the
global financial market.
Yet, in real estate transactions, Bitcoin has been used with limited regularity. Real estate brokers sometimes list
that they would accept Bitcoin, however, these properties ended up largely selling through traditional methods.
Mentioning Bitcoin increased the listing’s publicity.
It is still difficult to spend Bitcoin in bulk, especially for Bitcoin transactions, unless you are buying a Tesla vehicle
today. CryptoNumus.io has recognized this missed opportunity: real estate companies did not address the true nature
of cryptocurrency transactions, for real estate should be free of FIAT. Over the past several years, CryptoNumus.io
has developed a platform allowing for real-time market swapping of Bitcoin to real estate. No FIAT intermediary,
no FIAT closing charges, and a FIAT-free one swap transaction, instead, one seamless transaction Bitcoin owners
can use to take advantage of real-time market value. No more waiting for delayed property closing and bulk FIAT
trading costs. CryptoNumus.io real estate rental income guarantees are a great way to convert a large sum of
Bitcoin into a tangible, guaranteed income asset. Offset volatility with guaranteed income.

Offsetting Bitcoin volatility
CryptoNumus.io has a rigid AML-KYC disclosure process before a swap can be concluded on the CryptoNumus.io
platform. We are monitoring new proposed regulations that will increase these transactions’ ability to be tracked by
the government. Proposed rules from the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network could add more accountability to
cryptocurrency. While Bitcoin records all transactions publicly, a private wallet currently protects some information.
However, the new rules call for sharing private wallet addresses used in exchanges with the government, which
would mean the U.S. government could have access to a larger history of transactions.
“There are inherent risks when you consider how often the price of coins increases and decreases,” notes Ed
Nwokedi, Founder & CEO at RedSwan CRE. “Investing in real estate properties with cryptocurrency provides an
efficient and significant opportunity for crypto holders to reduce the volatility of their assets.”
CryptoNumus.io Evolving Real Estate Smart Contract
Blockchain technology, the structure upon which Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies are built, can create a secure
online ledger for real estate transactions. Real estate smart contracts on the blockchain are evolving, but the
process is not refined. CryptoNumus.io’s framework bridged that gap by assigning each property with a unique
indicator to allow for real-time swaps to be digitally identified. It will be the standard for a unique global property
identifier code. This unique code enables swap identification when listed on CryptoNumus.io.
Another foreseeable opportunity is the Leveraging Option for cryptocurrency investors who want to purchase
real estate; they can borrow against existing Bitcoin holdings and use proceeds to purchase income-producing
commercial real estate.
Is Bitcoin Common for Real Estate Transactions?
In short, not yet; for Bitcoin to become more common in real estate transactions, it is currently thought that both
the Bitcoin investor and seller have to accept Bitcoin. That is not the case for CryptoNumus.io. CryptoNumus.io
allows Bitcoin investors to swap Bitcoin into a real estate asset, and CryptoNumus.io takes on settling with the
seller in Bitcoin or FIAT currencies, with no FIAT obligation passed on to the buyer.
The transfer of real estate normally involves banks, lawyers, title companies, and escrow agents - all of which would
have to feel confident in using Bitcoin in the transaction. CryptoNumus.io swap transfer amount includes the cost
of lawyers, title companies, escrow agents, and payment to the seller. Each swap is secured by a performance
bond, guaranteeing delivery of the title once the Bitcoin is transferred to the CryptoNumus.io wallet.

Why Use CryptoNumus.io
CryptoNumus was created in response to an acute need in the global real estate market for an impartial, secure,
and transparent swap platform to manage real-time Bitcoin and digital real estate swaps. No FIAT intermediary,
no FIAT closing charges, and a FIAT-free one swap transaction, a seamless transaction that Bitcoin owners can
take advantage of real-time market value instead of waiting for closing and FIAT trading losses.
Swap Bitcoin for Real Estate
CryptoNumus will swap your Bitcoin or approved digital asset into pre-construction new build real estate, freehold,
or income-producing commercial and residential properties listed on the CryptoNumus.io swap platform.
Bitcoin to Real Estate Swaps Come With Performance Guarantees
All Bitcoin and digital asset real estate title transfers are fully covered by an insured performance bond issued by
global insurers rated AM Best A- Excellent or better.
Optional Rental Income
Get paid monthly income for five years on eligible pre-construction or new build property investments regardless
of whether it is leased or vacant. A performance bond also guarantees the rental income. Swap parties can choose
to be paid rental income in Bitcoin or FIAT currencies.
Permanent Residency Can Come With a Bitcoin Swap Into Real Estate
Certain properties qualify for swap parties to obtain Permanent Residency in Canada, Panama, and the Bahamas,
granting you the benefits and luxuries of each country. Find out how investing your Bitcoin into real estate can
lead to a better life through permanent residency options at pensiopanama.com
CryptoNumus.io Swap Properties
There are over $400 Million in properties available for swap into Bitcoin, from luxury resorts, lavish homes, and
contemporary apartments in downtown Panama.

